Data Centre Cleaning

1.
Service Description
Data Centre Cleaning is the professional cleaning
of ANY type of room specifically designed to house
equipment of a technical nature.
These can be small standalone computer/comms/
server rooms but also large data centres and
associated rooms.
Data Centres need to be kept clean and dust
free to ensure equipment reliability and minimise
downtime.
Our services are bespoke, please see basic
specification sheet, generic method statement and
risk assessment (links) for our scope of work.

Small standalone computer/comms/server rooms but also large data centres and associated rooms.

2.

Service Benefits
• Protecting your investment
You invest thousands of pounds in business technology,
it therefore makes perfect sense to protect that investment.
Prevention of hardware failure protects you against
unwanted budget expenditure. We are affordable and offer
real value-for-money

• Minimising costly downtime
Any disruption in business activity due to equipment failure
is extremely expensive, so doing all you can to avoid that
disruption must be the right thing to do.

• Eliminating fire risk
Floor voids and other areas can become contaminated with
dust and debris over time and become a serious potential
fire hazard. Therefore regular cleaning and maintenance is
essential.

Prevention of hardware failure protects you against unwanted budget expenditure.

• Promoting a positive image.
For some organisations a Data Centre is something
to showcase, having a pristine environment with
clean, dust free equipment and professionally buffed
vinyl floors is a real bonus when showing around
potential clients.
All computer manufacturers publish details of the
optimum working environment required when
housing their equipment.
It is generally agreed that these areas are free from
all potential contaminants, are kept at the optimum
temperature and have adequate airflow.
Having your Data Centres cleaned and maintained
by us also ensures that your staff work in a clean
and professional environment that is not only good for
morale, but also conveys your professional approach
to Data Centre maintenance and management to the
outside world.

Having a pristine environment is a real bonus when showing around potential clients.

3.

Methods
Where necessary, we will carry out a site survey of your Data
Centre and from that construct a service plan and quotation in
line with your requirements.
All staff are security cleared, many to SC level and undergo full
in-house and on-going training. They are uniformed and carry
ID passes.
We utilise a state of the art management and real time,
tracking and scheduling system which allows us to deliver
services in an efficient and timely manner, keeping customers
constantly updated with details of service delivery dates,
times and progress. All designed to ensure complete customer
satisfaction.

All staff are security cleared, uniformed and carry ID passes.

4.
Case Studies
Visit Capital.uk to explore relevant
case studies.

All designed to ensure complete customer satisfaction.
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